
The brand is the best tobacco manufacturer headquartered in
India. It comes under the list of Fortune 500 companies. It is
also one of the largest FMCG companies in the country

CASE STUDY

ONE OF THE LARGEST
FMCG BRAND

How we successfully created a
virtual sales desk ?

Background



Centralized call center solution for PAN India
deliveries
Intelligent dialer technology ensures high
contactibility, outlets are contacted on time
and the order is placed timely. Focus on
productive calls (where an order is booked)
Using IVR and ACD, created an inbound flow
to ensure no orders get missed 
Qualified staff getting in touch with outlets,
bringing in an air of politeness and more
professionalism.
To increase productive calls, calls were made
from PRI and GSM gateway using mob
numbers
Automated and customized reports circulated
to get complete traction on the proceedings

The promotion of Tobacco products is banned in
India therefore it is extremely difficult to
promote/market them and increase revenue
The challenge to check the efficacy of the field
sales team was huge as the entire dependency of
sales was on them and there was no scientific
way to track them
The Product SKU is vast and was very tough to
promote each and every item, as some of them
are not the primary product.
Promoting new schemes to all the retailers was
not being done effectively as the field team was
more focused on executing the orders and not on
relationship building. This directly impacted
their bottom line. 
The Retailer VOC was not getting captured and
hence there was no data/insights to take
strategic decisions to check the churn/revenue
loss

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGES

WHAT WE  DID
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85% data contactibilty using
intelligent automatic dialing
system

Sales execution cost per beat
reduced by 16% and field
service cost reduced by 53%

90% productive calls which led
to increment in sales by 37%

Retailers complaints reduced
by 46% as VOC brought to the
notice of the management
immediately

Able to gauge the efficacy of the
sales team.


